WV 6 + KV 4
Clean windows in no time: the vibrating KV 4 cordless wiper, which dispenses water electrically and vibrates, removes the dirt
and the WV 6 Window Vac removes the fluid.

Order no.

1.633-570.0

Technical data

Equipment

EAN code

4054278469584

Suction nozzle width

mm

280

Working width of suction nozzle

mm

280

Battery charger



Dirty water container capacity

ml

150

Fast charger



Battery run time

min

100



Battery charge time

min

170

Window cleaner concentrate
(1 × 20 ml)
Exchangeable suction nozzle



Wiping cloth

1x

Battery type

Lithium-ion battery

Cleaning performance per battery
charge

Approx. 300 m² = 100 windows

Supply voltage

V / Hz

100 – 240 / 50 – 60

Weight incl. battery

kg

0.8

Weight without accessories

kg

0.8

Weight incl. packaging

kg

1.8

Dimensions (L × W × H)

mm

126 × 280 × 310



Included in the scope of supply.
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■ Exchangeable suction nozzle, available as an optional accessory
■ Display which indicates the remaining minutes of battery running time
■ Incl. vibrating KV 4 cordless wiper with wiping cloth and 20 ml window cleaner concentrate

Extra-long battery running time

Vibration function

■ The innovative long blade makes cleaning even

■ The Window Vac's extra-long battery running

■ The vibrations help you clean and removes

more flexible – ideal for applications close to the

time of 100 minutes enables uninterrupted

floor.

cleaning.

stubborn dirt for you.
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Improved blade technology

ACCESSORIES FOR WV 6 + KV 4
1.633-570.0
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Order no.

8

Description

CORDLESS WINDOW VACS
1 1.633-920.0

The vibrating KV 4 cordless wiper effortlessly removes dirt from smooth surfaces. Water being
dispensed electrically and the vibrations make scrubbing by hand a thing of the past.



WV & KV battery charger

2 2.633-107.0

The battery charger for Kärcher Window Vacs and the cordless wiper.



Fast charger

3 2.633-511.0

So that you can continue quickly with window cleaning: The replacement quick charger for the WV
6 battery powered window vacuum cleaner.



WV 6 squeegee blades (280 mm)

4 2.633-514.0

For a streak-free cleaning result: Replaceable squeegee blades (280 mm) for the WV 6 battery
powered window vacuum cleaner.



WV 6 squeegee blades (170 mm)

5 2.633-513.0

For the replacement of the squeegee blades (170 mm) of the WV 6 battery powered window
vacuum cleaner. For a streak-free cleaning result.



6 2.633-512.0

Ideal for cleaning lattice windows with a width of 170 mm: the narrow suction nozzle for the WV 6 
for small window surfaces.

7 2.633-006.0

Practical hip bag for holding the battery powered window vac, the spray bottle and the KV 4.



KV 4 scouring cloths

8 2.633-926.0

Effortless, quick and effective: The scouring cloth can be easily attached to the vibrating battery
powered wiper KV 4 by means of the hook-and-loop system and removes stubborn dirt on robust
surfaces.



KV 4 tile cloths

9 2.633-927.0

The tile cloth is perfect for dirt on tiles and in crevices and joints thanks to the abrasive and
absorbent fibres. Can be easily attached to the vibrating battery powered wiper KV 4 using a
hook-and-loop fastening.



KV 4
BATTERY POWERED WINDOW CLEANER
Power supply

Squeegee blades

Nozzles
Narrow suction nozzle, 170 mm (yellow) for
the WV 6
Hip bags
Hip bag

KV 4 soft cloths

10 2.633-928.0

The KV 4 soft cloth is very gentle and perfect for light dirt on sensitive surfaces. Can be easily
attached to the vibrating battery powered wiper KV 4 using a hook-and-loop fastening.



KV 4 wiping cloth

11 2.633-132.0

Simply ingenious: the wiping cloth with hook-and-loop fixing helps you to effortlessly remove dirt
from all kinds of smooth surfaces with the vibrating KV 4 cordless wiper.



KV 4 multi-cloth pack

12 2.633-929.0

High-performance combination set of scouring cloth, tile cloth and soft cloth. Can be easily attached 
to the vibrating battery powered wiper KV 4 using a hook-and-loop fastening. Ideal for every
surface requirement.

13 2.633-144.0

With the telescopic extension kit for the Window Vac and the vibrating cordless wiper, you can
even clean high windows. Extendible from 0.6 to 1.5 metres.

14 6.295-840.0

Window cleaner for streak-free cleaning of all waterproof, smooth surfaces such as glass, windows, 
mirrors, shower cabins, etc. Helps rain drain faster and delays resoiling.

Extensions
Extension kit



GLASS CLEANERS
Window Cleaning Concentrate RM 503

 Included in the scope of supply.

 Available accessories.

 Detergents.
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Wiping cloths

ACCESSORIES FOR WV 6 + KV 4
1.633-570.0
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Order no.

Description

GLASS CLEANERS
RM 503 0,5l window cleaner concentrate *

15 6.296-096.0

Window cleaner for streak-free cleaning of all waterproof, smooth surfaces such as glass, windows, 
mirrors, shower cabins, etc. Helps rain drain faster and delays resoiling.

Glass cleaning concentrate RM 500

16 6.295-773.0

Perfect for streak-free cleaning of all smooth waterproof surfaces. Removes even stubborn dirt
such as grease, insects and emissions.

17 6.295-770.0




Glass Cleaner RM 500

18 6.295-772.0



Glass cleaning concentrate RM 500

19 6.295-795.0



20 6.295-796.0



21 6.295-881.0



22 6.295-890.0



RM glass cleaner 500, 500ml *AT

23 6.295-933.0



NOCH NICHT GEPFLEGT ^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_- >

24 6.296-098.0



Glass cleaner concentrate RM 500, limited
edition white lily

25 6.296-170.0



Window cleaning concentrate RM 503

26 6.295-302.0


Window cleaner, packaged in practical measured doses, for streak-free cleaning of all smooth
waterproof surfaces, such as glass, windows, mirrors, shower cabins, etc. Improves rainwater runoff
and keeps surfaces longer clean.

Multi-Surface Cleaner Concentrate RM 508

27 6.296-128.0

The Multi-Surface Cleaner Concentrate RM 508 can be used throughout the household, quick and
streak-free drying and is suitable for all water-resistant surfaces.

 Included in the scope of supply.

 Available accessories.



 Detergents.
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Glass cleaner cleaning agents 500, 500ml

